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Abstract-In the present paper a simple method of estimation of stress intensity factors for through-cracks in 
angle-ply laminates is developed. In this procedure, Savin’s elasticity solution for an elliptical hole in two- 
dimensional infinite plate is used as a basic solution for the stress distribution in each ply of laminate. The present 
method is applied to the problems of through cracks in a (00/90), laminate and a (- 4Y/ t 4S”), laminate. 
Comparison with existing numerical solutions obtained by three-dimensional finite element analysis shows good 
agreement. The simplicity of the present method gives the design engineer a useful tool for estimating stress 
concentration due to the presence of a hole or a crack. 

INTRODUCTION 

Three-dimensional analysis of through-cracks in angle-ply laminates has been reported by several 
investigators [l-4]. These studies have been conducted by using the three-dimensional hybrid stress 
finite element methods. In the analysis of a t~ough~rack in a (~~9~)~ laminate under tension, Wang et 
al. [l] employed a two-step solution using very fine element mesh with (1710+ 3600) degrees-of-freedom 
since no singularities were embedded in these elements. More efficient cost-effective finite element- 
method was reported later by the authors[3]. In the analysis in Ref. 131, one step solution with 1562 d.o.f. 
was used. Since mixed-mode stress/strain singularities with the stress intensity factors as unknown 
parameters were embedded in the elements in Ref. [3], the solution procedure made it possible to obtain 
a direct evaluation of stress intensity factors through the laminate thickness. 

In the present paper, we shall present a simple method of estimation of stress intensity factors for 
through-cracks (stress concentration factors for through-holes) in angle-ply laminates. In the present 
procedure, the two-dimensional anisotropic elasticity solution for an elliptical hole is used as a basic 
solution for stress distributions around a hole or a crack in each ply of the laminate. The present 
procedure is applied to two problems of through-franks in a (~~9~)~ laminate and a (- 45”f + 45*), 
laminate under uniform tension. The present results are compared with those obtained by three- 
dimensional hybrid stress finite element methods [3,4]. 

DECISION OF AN~YSIS PROCEDU~ 

The problems of interest of the present work is that of a laminate which consists of K anisotropic 
elastic layers as shown in Fig. 1. The laminate contains a through-thickness elliptical hole or crack and is 
subjected to applied stresses on its boundaries. In this analysis procedure we start by assuming that: 

(i) The applied stresses are constant or linear through the entire thickness. (Fig. 2a). 
(ii) The inplane strains are also constant or linear through the entire thickness. (Fig. 2b). 
(iii) Transverse normal and shear stresses are negligible. 

The assumptions (i) and (ii) can be written as: 

and 

(1) 

(2) 

where { ) denotes a (3 x 1) vector which consists of the inplane components of stress and strain, (-> 
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Fig. 1. Coordinates through the laminate thickness. 
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Fig. 2. Hypothetical variation of strain and stress through the laminate thickness. 

denotes a prescribed quantity, and h is the 
{&} and (I&) in eqn (l), and {&} and (&B) 
thickness. Introducing a local coordinate 
transformation. 

or 

+ijdj 

$ 
ti Lr! 

$ 
laminate thickness. Now, constant and linear components, 
in eqn (2), respectively, are constant through the laminate 
ti( - 1~ t 5 I) in the ith layer, we have the following 

z- f. +$. - rhf 2 * 

2 
tj=j-(z-Zj&,J)* 

(3) 

(4) 
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AS shown in Fig. 1, Zi_1, ZiM and Zi are the coordinates of the bottom, midplane, and top surfaces, 

respectively, of the ith layer. hi is used for the thickness of the ith layer. Inplane strains in the ith layer 
are expressed by using the local coordinate ti: 

{Ei} = {Egi} + ti{Eli} (5) 

where subscript,s 0 and 1 denote constant and linear components of strain in the ith layer. There are the 
following relations between the strain expressed in eqns (2) and (5): 

2 
{ES] = - {Eli1 

hi 
(6) 

and 

IETl = {Eoi} _ (2ziM - h) i 
h, 1’1 >’ 

I 

(7) 

The hypothetical variation of the inplane stresses is shown in Fig. 2(c). The inplane stresses in the ith 

layer can be expressed in terms of constant and linear components as: 

{CTi} = {OO’} + ti{Ol’}. (8) 

The inplane strains and stresses are related as: 

{d} = [C’]{v’} (9) 

where [c’] is the reduced (3 x 3) compliance matrix, the elements of which are functions of the material 

constants and lay-up angle pi of the ith layer. The compliance matrix in global Cartesian coordinates, 
[r?], can be transformed from the compliance matrix in the principal material directions, [C’]: 

[C’] = [T]qC’][z-] (10) 

cos2p; sin2 pi 2sin pi COS pi 

where [T] = sin2Pi cos2 pi - 2sin pi COS pi 1 (11) - sin Pi COS pi sin pi COS pi COS’ pi - Sin2 pi 

For an orthotropic material, the anisotropic compliance [C’] is written in terms of the engineering 
material constants as 

Sym 

Substituting eqns (5) and (8) into eqn (9), we have 

-. 

and 

{Eoi} = [@I{~~,‘} 

{Eli} = [C’]{c+,‘}. 

42 0 
i 
E,, 

0 (12) 

1 1 
i - 
E22 G12 

(13) 

(14) 

From the assumption (ii), strain components {Q} and {es} are constant through the thickness. These 
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conditions are expressed by using eqns (6) and (7): 

f{e,i)=+l },i= 1,2 ,..., (K-l) 
I lil 

and 

(Eoi) _ (2ziM - h, jE,i] = iE;l} _ (2Z(i+lLhf - h, {ri+l} 

hi hi+, 

i=1,2 ,..., (K-l). 

Substituting eqns (13) and (14) into eqns (15) and (16) respectively, we obtain 

F{o,‘}--z{ci+‘}-O,i=l,2,...,(K-1) 
[p+‘] _ 

I 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

and 

i= 1,2,. . ., (K - 1). (18) 

(a) Determination of far-field stresses 
Now we consider here a stress state {cL~} in the far-field, i.e. far away from the hole or the crack. The 

linear and angular momentum balances of the far-field stresses {cWi} and the applied stresses {(T} are 
expressed by the following equations. 

and 

$ fzy, (z-;){g:}dz=j-Oh (z+?}dz. 

Substituting eqns (1) and (8) into eqns (19) and (20), we obtain 

and 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

It is noted that, as shown in Fig. 2(c), the far-field stresses {CL’} are neigher constant nor linear through 
the entire thickness, since the compliance matrix [c”] varies from layer to layer. These far-field stresses 
are transmitted along each layer toward the near-field at the hole or the crack. 

The far-field stresses (6K unknowns) can be determined by solving 6K simultaneous equations in 
terms of {cOOi} and {a,‘}. These equations can be found 3(K - 1) equations in eqn (17), 3(K - 1) equations 
in eqn (18), 3 equations in eqn (21), and 3 equations in eqn (22). 

For the problem of a symmetric lay-up of laminate, and symmetric applied stresses, the far-field 
stresses may be expressed by only the constant components within the ith layer: 

{urni} = {uOOi} and {cii} = 0. (23) 

The simultaneous equations for the symmetric problem are easily derived from eqns (17)-(22). 
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$ hi{U,‘} = h{CFT}. 

(24) 

(25) 

In the above equations, only a lower half of the laminate is considered because of the appropriate 
symmetries with respect to the midplane of the laminate. 

(b) Determination of near-field stresses 
The solution for an elliptical hole in an anisotropic infinite plate has been given by Savin[5]. A remote 

uniaxial stress P, at an arbitrary orientation (Y, is applied to an infinite plate (Fib. 3a). The stress 
components for this problem are written as 

uX = P CO?(Y + 2Re ]sI*~~(ZI) + $*r,%(Z2)l 

a, = P sin*a + 2Re [&,(Z,) + t&(Z,)] (26) 

a,, = P sina COW - 2Re [sr&(&) + s&(2,)] 

where the superscript prime denotes derivatives with respect to the complex argument Z, and Z2 and 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 3. Elliptical hole and crack in an infinite plate. 
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44-G) = A2JR a) { I- y’(z,2 _ (2 + s22b2))} (27) 

Ark a) = 
- iP(a - isIb){b(sz sin2cu + 2 cos2a) + iu(2sz sin’s + sin2cu)) 

4(sr - SZ)f a* + &2&Z) 

A~(P, a) = 
+ iP(a - is2b){b(sl sin2a + 2cos2cr) + ia(2sr sin’s + sin2a)} 

4(sr - $*)(a* + $P) (28) 

The complex variables Zr = x f fry and 2, = x + szs, respectively, with $r and sz being complex roots 
obtained from the characteristic equation which depends on the anisotropic elastic compliance 
coefficients. Using the above basic solution, stress distributions near an elliptical hole resulting from 
arbitrary set of far-field stresses {pm’} in the ith layer are obtained as: 

0, = (o;i)_+2Re [s,~c$Q,)+ sz21//;1(Z2)1 

uyi = (a,‘), + 2Re [&G) + $4&Z2)l 

d, = (&A - 2% ts14i,(ZJ + s2$XZ2)1 

where 

Now let us consider 
far-field stresses (Fig. 

where 

(2% 

(30) 

(31) 

(“x’)= = (O;‘lO + ti(“x’)l 

(Uy’)mv = (fly’)0 + ti(Uy’)l 

(Fly)= = (fllyh + ti(aiy)l* (32) 

the problem of a crack in an in&rite Iaminate subjected to an arbitrary set of 
3~). Taking b = 0 in eqns (29~(31), stresses are given by 

C: = (o;‘)_ + 2Re [si24:(Z,) + s~~JlX&)l 

U; = (a;‘L + 2RdqbXZJ + 44&)1 

CT& = G&L - 2Re Isl#~Zt) + s&L&~1 (33) 
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d4V2) = j$$J{(uyi)msl +(u!xy)J(l -q(~~_ a2)). 
I 

(34) 

The stresses expressed in the polar coordinates I and 0, as shown in Fig. 3(c), can be obtained by letting 

x=a+rcos&y=rsin& (35) 

Omitting the details, the stress distributions in the vicinity of the crack tip in the ith layer can be 
expressed by 

u;~(u~)m+($)~~;aRe[J’S?( s2 Sl 
sI - s2 ~(c0s.B f s2 sin@- d(cos0 + sI sine) >I 

+ (d&d~a Re 

[ ( 1 s22 S12 

lm7.d sI- s2 q(COSe+ s2 sine)- d(c0se+ s1 sine) >I 

ui = (u~)~+(~$$~~ Re [-!--- ( ” s2 

sl- s2 q(c0se+ s2 sin@- q(cose+ S, sine) >I 

1 1 
q(cose+ s2 sin@- v(cose+ sl sin@ >I 

u:, = (u&),+(~~~a Re [* ( ’ 
1 

sl- s2 q(C0Se + sl sine)- q(c0se + s2 sine) 

+ (d,LVma Re 

[ ( 1 81 s2 

V/(27rr) . s1 - s2 v(c0se + s1 sine) - V(cose + s2 sine) >I (36) 

The above stress distributions near the crack tip are identical to those obtained by Sih and Liebowitz[6]. 
From the definition, stress intensity factors of Mode I and Mode II, Kr and Kn, in the ith layer are 
obtained as 

Kr’ = lii V(277r) u;(e = 0) = (u;)~ g7ra (37a) 

and 

Kf, = lii V/(2?~r) &(e = 0) = (dJm dra. (37b) 

It is noted that the far-field stress (u:)~ has no influence on the stress intensity factors and the singular 
stress field in the vicinity of the crack-tip. 

EXAMPLE AND COMPARISON WITH FINITE ELEMENT RESULTS 

The present method is applied to the analysis of problems whose solutions are available. Among the 
very few existing solutions of the three-dimensional stress intensity factor for through cracks in 
angle-ply laminates are those obtained by the authors [3,4]. 

(a) Through-thickness edge crack in a finite (00/90”/90”/0”) laminate 
The geometry of the cracked laminate is shown in Fig. 4; with L/W = 1.0, al W = 0.2, h,,/ W = l/300, 

h = 4ho, W = 1,5 in. The ply elastic constants, which are typical of a medium modulus graphite/epoxy, are 
chosen to be: 

El, = 18.25 X lo6 psi, E22 = E,, = 1.5 x lo6 psi, 

G12 = G13 = G23 = 0.95 x lo6 psi 

v12 = v23 = v13 = 0.24. 
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Fig. 4. Problem definition of geometry of an edge crack in a four-ply laminate 

The above problem definition is identical to the one in Refs. [l, 31. A uniformly distributed stress is 
applied at the boundary, y = r L. Since the analysis procedure presented in the previous sections is 
developed for a through-thickness center crack in an infinite laminate, first we shall seek the solution for 
the problem of the center crack length 2a and the same other geometries except W = L = m. Using eqns 
(24) and (25), we have the following simultaneous equations to be solved for this problem: 

and 

(38) 

(39) 

where [cl= 1/2([~‘]+[c’L]). Because of the appropriate geometric, material, and loading symmetries 
with respect to .2=(/r/2), only a lower half of the laminate was considered. Taking account of zero 
components in the compliance matrix for a (W/90”), laminate, eqns (38) and (39) are reduced to 

um (41) 

and 

2_ o;, -- UX1, u,2=2u,-a,‘, &= - (Tiy. (42) 

The far-field stresses are obtained by eqns (41) and (42), wherin the components of the elastic 
compliance matrices are computed with the material constants given for this problem. These far-field 
stresses are: 

(43) 

and 
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The stress intensity factors for the through-thickness center crack in infinite laminate (Kr’), and (Kit)=, 
are obtained by substituting eqns (43) and (44) into eqn (37) as 

(K,‘)=O.lSl ffmg/7Fa, (K:J=O 

(K,*)=1.849 u,V/a, (K&)=0. (45) 

Now using the above solution, we estimate the solution for the problem shown in Fig. 4. The stress 
intensity factors for the through-thickness edge crack in finite laminate in the ith layer, Kr’ and Kf,, may be 
expressed as 

K,‘=F,‘(K~‘),, K\,=F’,,(K& (no sum on i implied) (46) 

where Fr’ and Fir are finite correction factors for anisotropic panel, and are functions of the ply material 
constants EII/EZ2 and the lay-up angle pi as well as the laminate geometries a/W and L/W. So far the 
factors 4’ and Fir have not been established satisfactorily. However, one can expect that influence 
of the laminate geometries a/W and L/W are dominant in the finite correlation factors F,’ and Fir 
defined by eqn (46). For these reasons, we shall use the finite correction factor for isotropic material, Fr. 
In the case of isotropic material, the finite correction factors are only functions of a/W and L/W. The 
factor FI for edge crack in isotropic plate (a/ W=O.2, L/ W=l.O) has been reported in Ref. [7] as 
F,= 1.37. Thus, 

F,‘-F’;r-F,=1.37. (47) 

Using the above values in eqn (46), the stress intensity factos K,’ and K’,, are obtained as 

K,’ =0.207 u&/pa, (K:&=O 

K:r=2.533 uaVra, (K&=0. (48) 

The above results are compared in Fig. 5 with those obtained by the three-dimensional hybrid stress 
finite element method [3]. As seen from the figure, good correlation is observed while the present result is 
higher in the (90“) ply and lower in the (0’) ply. These tendencies are attributed to the hypothesis, used in 
the determination of the near-field stresses, that no stress dispersion for a layer to the other during the 
transmission of the far-field stress toward the near-field of the crack. 

(b) Through-thickness edge crack in a finite (- 45”/ + 45”/ + 45”/ - 45”) laminate 
The geometry of cracked laminate used here is 

a/W = 0.2, L/W = 1.0, h,J W = l/100, h = 4ho. 

---- - WRE ESTIMATION METHOD 

A - THREE-DIMENSIONAL HYBRID 
STRESS FE M 

0.5 _ cRTHOTROFiC @=/90/904s 

[ MWxd 

(900) 

Fig. 5. Variation of stress intensity factor & through the thickness of a (W/90”), laminate. 
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The material constants are 

Eii = 20 x lo6 psi, Ez2 = E33 = 2.1 x 10” psi 

G12 = G,, = G2, = 0.85 x lo6 psi 

VIZ = V13 = V23 = 0.21. 

Again the uniformly distributed stress uW is applied as shown in Fig. 4. The far-field stresses are obtained 
by eqns (41) and (42) using the material constants for the (- 45”/ + 45”), laminate: 

(uX1),, = 0, (a;),, = a,, (c&), = - 0.389~ 

(u,‘), = 0, (+I = UW, (a:,)0 = + 0.389u, 

and 

(u,zY = (CT,‘), = (u2,,), = 0. 

(49) 

(50) 

Thus, the stress intensity factors for the through-thickness center crack in infinite laminate are 

(K:)_ = umdra, (K&J, = + 0.389u-dna. (51) 

Using eqns (46) and (47), the stress intensity factors for the through-thickness edge crack in finite 
laminate are obtained as 

K,’ = 1.37u,q/pa, KiI = - 0.533~ d/pa 

K: = 1.37u,qva, Kt, = + 0.533u,Vra. (52) 

The variation of stress intensity factors through the thickness for this problem has been obtained in Ref. 
[4]. The results are compared in Fig. 6. A good agreement between both results can be seen in the figure. 
Especially, the KI values by the simple estimation method presented here agree excellently with those 
by three-dimensional finite element analysis [4]. In the case of ( - 45#/ + 45”), laminate, since each lamina 
has some global stiffness in the direction of the applied stress, one can expect no stress dispersion of uyi 
from a layer to the other. Therefore comparing the cases of (0’/90”), and (- 45”/ + 45”), laminates, better 

- - - - SIMPLE ESTIMATION METHOD 

‘z/h 
- THREE-DIMENSIONAL HYBRID 

STRESS FEM 

Mldpbne 
0.5 

I I~ 

I hr ;? 

0.28 1 

Fig. 6. Variation of stress intensity factors K, and K,, through the thickness of a (- 45”/ t 45”), laminate. 
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correlations of the I& values obtained by the present analysis and the three-dimensional finite element 

analysis can be observed in the case of (- 45”/ + 45’7, laminate. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We have derived a simple estimation method of stress concentration around an elliptical hole or a 
crack in an angle-ply laminate. In case of crack, the present solution procedure leads to a direct 
evaluation of stress intensity factors in each ply. The present method gives a very handy estimation of 
stress concentration factors. Actually no digital computer was used in the calculation of stress intensity 
factors for the problem treated in the present paper. This offers a remarkable contrast with the 

computation required in the three-dimensional finite element anlaysis. Needless to say, to investigate 

transverse stresses in a laminate, three-dimensional finite element analysis is required. However, the 
simplicity of the present method gives the design engineer a useful tool for estimating stress con- 
centration due to the presence of a hole or a crack in a laminate. 
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